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Abstract
Free classification consists of combining notation for several concepts without specifying the relationships between them. Some properties of free classification are described and discussed. The citation order of concepts can either follow a conventional rule, or express the differential relevance of base theme, subordinate themes, and possibly rheme dealt with in the indexed knowledge source. Citing base theme first allows for a more helpful collocation of the record close to others having a similar base theme. Examples are illustrated from the Mathematics Subject Classification, the Knowledge Organization Literature Classification, and the Integrative Levels Classification. Finally, the problem of identifying themes of fictional works is briefly discussed. 
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1: Free classification
Classifications are one among the many forms of knowledge organization systems (KOS)11 ZENG (Marcia Lei). Knowledge organization systems (KOS). Knowledge organization. 35, 2-3; 2008. p160-182., that is of conceptual tools by which the subject content of knowledge sources – like directories, encyclopedias, libraries, archives, museums, exhibitions, the Internet – can be structured and made searchable. Specific features of classifications, as opposed to taxonomies and alphabetical indexing systems, include the systematic arrangement of subject matters according to some “helpful sequence”, to adopt Ranganathan’s words. This feature is far from being obsolete even in the digital context, as any exploration of contents by browsing lists and menus relies on their meaningful arrangement. Systematic sorting is implemented in classification by an ordinal notation, either shown to the end users or not.
The benefits of an analytico-synthetic approach to classification are well known in India, thanks to the pioneer work of S.R. Ranganathan. By this approach, the subject of each document can be expressed as a combination of isolates, rather than being forced into a single class of the scheme. This is very useful not only for a precise and exhaustive representation of the subject, but also in the retrieval stage, as the document can be found starting from any of the isolates that compose its subject.
Free classification22 GARDIN (Jean-Claude). Free classifications and faceted classifications: their exploitation with computers. Classification research : international conference, Elsinore, 1964. Munksgaard; Copenhagen. 1965. p161-176. is a kind of analytico-synthetic classification, in which the isolates concurring to determine the subject are simply listed one after the other, without any more specification of the relations holding between them (that is, are connected by an unspecific phase relationship). For example, a knowledge source dealing with 18th century merchants loading salt on mules in the harbour of Genua (Italy) and carrying it through the mountains can be representented as “commerce : salt : mules : Genua : 18th century”. 
The exact relationships between these concepts would be expressed more precisely by a faceted classification, where isolates are organized into facets (expressed by their position and/or by facet indicators), thus specifying that salt is the traded good rather than a currency or a means of transport. Such information is not conveyed by free classification, which in this sense is more primitive than faceted classification. On the other hand, the free combination of concepts is a simple and affordable technique, that can be chosen in some situations for economic reasons; indeed, it is very popular today in online knowledge organization tools for non-expert indexers, such as folksonomies. Keywords provided by authors of scientific papers are also usually listed in free combinations.
Special classification schemes used in international bibliographic databases, like the Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC), are often used in this way: in the MathSciNet database, the paper New algorithms for convex cost tension problem with application to computer vision is assigned the set of MSC classmarks meaning “graph algorithms : machine vision and scene understanding : programming involving graphs or networks”. Free classification can also be applied to traditional enumerative systems, like the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC). Although in the orthodox use of DDC each document should be assigned only one class number, many indexers feel that in practice some documents should be retrievable through more than one concept; by assigning a free set of several classmarks to each document, it will be retrieved by searching for any of them.
The juxtaposition of concepts can express two different kinds of relationship holding between them: (1) union, that is the document is about all the listed isolates: “commerce : salt : oil” means the commerce of both salt and oil; (2) intersection, that is the document is about a concept as limited by the others: “commerce : 18th century” means commerce only as performed at that time. While in the former case more isolates mean a broader subject, in the latter they mean a narrower subject.
A relevant property of analytico-synthetic systems is that, as more isolates are expressed, as more likely the document will be found by users, because it can be found if they search for a given isolate, or also if they search for another. This looks appropriate when juxtaposition of isolates expresses union, as the source will be useful both to users looking for one concept and to those looking for another; while it looks quite paradoxical when it expresses intersection, as a more specific document is expected to be useful only for more specific searches. Still, even in the latter case the source can be useful in suggesting to the user which other concepts the searched one can interact with.


2: Theme and rheme
In its basic version, free classification lists the component concepts in no special order, for example alphabetically or following by convention the same order of schedules. However, the order of citation has a great impact on the resulting arrangement of subjects in the index, as this will be based primarily on the first class expressed: if the indexer has chosen “commerce” as the first concept in the combination, the source will be filed together with other sources on commerce. 
This suggests that an indexer might want to promote into the first position the isolate that she believes to be the most relevant in the determination of the subject. “Commerce” might be cited first because it is the focus around which all the discourse is done, rather than because it comes before in alphabetical order, or occurred before in the indexer’s mind. Such focal component of subject content has been described in literature on alphabetical subject indexing as the key system33 AUSTIN (Derek). PRECIS : a manual of concept analysis and subject indexing. 1974. Council of the British National Bibliography; London. or key concept44 ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA BIBLIOTECHE, GRIS: Gruppo di ricerca sull'indicizzazione per soggetto. Guida all'indicizzazione per soggetto. 1996. AIB; Roma.. The other isolates are cited after it, in consideration of their (unspecified) relationship with the first one.
In order to determine which isolate should be cited first, indexers can look for identifying the theme of the document, that is, the concepts which the document basically is about55 CHETI (Alberto). Testo e contesto nell’analisi concettuale dei documenti. In: GUERRINI (Mauro), Ed. Il linguaggio della biblioteca: scritti in onore di Diego Maltese. 1996. Editrice Bibliografica; Milano. p833-855.. In recent proposals for extending IFLA’s FRBR model to subject analysis66 BUIZZA (Pino). Subject analysis and indexing: an “Italian version” of the analytico-synthetic model. Looking at the past and preparing for the future: IFLA Satellite Pre-Conference of the Classification and Indexing Section, Florence, Aug 20-21, 2009. http://www.ifla2009satelliteflorence.it/meeting2/program/assets/Buizza.pdf. (Visited on: Jan 8, 2010)., theme has been described as “the object, the matter of study treated by a work, composed by an entity or a combination of entities [...] which pertains globally (base theme) or partially (particular theme) to the content of the work”77 BULTRINI (Leda) and CHETI (Alberto). The Italian model. Conceptual models of aboutness: workshop in: International ISKO Conference, 10. Montréal, Aug 5-8, 2008..
The notion of theme comes from linguistics. The theme of a sentence, or of a discourse, or of a whole document, is the starting point of its subject, that is the given information providing the context for what will be said in relation to it. In the sentence As for salt commerce from Genua harbour, it was performed by mule caravans crossing the Apennine mountains, the theme is “salt commerce from Genua harbour”, while “performed by mule caravans crossing the Apennine mountains” is called the rheme: it is the new information about the theme that is provided by the sentence. Hutchins88 HUTCHINS (W. John). On the problem of ‘aboutness’ in document analysis. Journal of informatics. 1,1; 1977. p17-35. 99 HUTCHINS (W. John). Languages of indexing and classification. 1975. Peter Peregrinus, Stevenage. showed that the aboutness of a document, usually believed what should be reported in subject indexing, largely corresponds to the theme: indeed, users will mostly need to know which documents are available dealing with salt commerce from Genua harbour, and once they have found them, they will be able to read them and to learn what they have to say about that (their rheme). Two documents both on the same theme can have different rhemes: another document on this theme could provide information on the average prices of salt at that place and time, another one the preferred routes followed by merchants, etc. 
Rheme can be meant either relative to each reader, as what is new to her and can be learned by reading a document; or in an absolute sense, as what is new to the whole human knowledge and is first revealed in that document. In the latter case, we can observe that rheme prevails on theme especially in academic papers, reporting new primary knowledge as the result of original research or discussing a new theory about a known theme, while many review or popular works have no rheme but only themes. Rheme is emphasized in some titles of academic papers, having forms like “Evidence of x influencing y”, or “x does y”. Although the standard practice in subject indexing is to only express theme, sometimes it can be useful to express rheme too, especially for original scientific contributions. In this case, rheme should also be searchable in order to favour the progress and spreading of new knowledge110 GNOLI (Claudio) and SZOSTAK (Rick). Beyond aboutness : classifying causal links in the service of interdisciplinarity. ASIST Classification Research Workshop, Vancouver, Jul 7, 2009. DLIST. http://dlist.sir.arizona.edu/2711/. (Visited on: Jul 2009).0. 
Theme itself can be composed of several concepts, like in the case of “salt commerce from Genua harbour”. Within it, a base theme and some particular themes can be identified by a careful analysis of the document5. In our example, analysis can reveal that commerce is the base theme around which the discourse is developed, while salt and harbour are particular themes; hence the indexer can decide to cite commerce first, and the other isolates after it. This will produce a more helpful sequence, as the record will be filed together with others having commerce as their base theme. Other sources dealing with commerce only as a subordinate (particular) theme will also be found in a search for “commerce”, but will not be filed under commerce in a browsable list. Notice that the choice of base and particular themes depends uniquely on how they are treated in each document, not on their assumed relevance for users. Hence a given resource should ideally have the same classmark in all collections, while ad-hoc modifications of it can yield different shelfmarks, or different options in the search interfaces, adapted to different communities of users. 
I suggest that in any analytico-synthetic KOS, including free classification, the base theme should be expressed first, in order to place the record in the most helpful sequence in a neutral list. Once the base theme has been identified, the analysis can be repeated to ascertain whether the remaining themes all have the same relevance in the document, or can be ranked again into secondary, tertiary etc. themes. Themes of the same rank will be listed according to some conventional order, e.g. in the same order in which they appear in the classification schedules, or in the reversed order, or in alphabetical order, etc. A convention is necessary anyway, in order to preserve consistency throughout the system. 
A similar procedure can be used to identify the base theme in faceted classification. Here, however, the citation order of isolates is driven by a facet formula, like “PMEST”. Thus, once the base theme has been identified, the position of the other isolates is determined by a conventional syntagmatic structure, rather than by their relative relevance in the document. A variant of faceted classification where facets can be combined in a more free order has been described by Austin111 AUSTIN (Derek). The CRG research into a freely faceted scheme. In: MALTBY (Arthur), Ed. Classification in the 1970s : a second look. 1976. Bingley; London. p158-194.1 as “freely faceted classification” (using this phrase in a partially different sense than Ranganathan’s works)112 GNOLI (Claudio). “Classic” vs. “freely” faceted classification. In: Ranganathan revisited : facets for the future : KOnnect ISKO UK meeting, 2, London, Nov 5, 2007. Slides and audio recording. http://www.iskouk.org/kokonov2007.htm. (Visited on: Jan 7, 2010).2. 
In the following sections, some applications of theme identification and treatment in free classification are presented.


3: Free classification of ISKO conference papers
The International Society for Knowledge Organization (ISKO) holds its 11th general conference in Rome in February 2010. As the programme chair, I had to edit the accepted papers and organize them in the proceedings volume. Trying to establish a helpful sequence for them, I assigned each paper a classmark using the special classification scheme for knowledge organization literature113 KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION. 25,4. 1998. p226.3 that is used already to index published literature in ISKO’s bibliographic bulletins.
Such system, a derivation of Dahlberg’s Information Coding Classification, has an enumerative structure listing the various subfields, principles, and applications of the knowledge organization domain. However, classes can be combined by writing several of them separated by a semicolon. Therefore, for each paper I could identify a set of three to five classes expressing the various themes discussed in it. As an example, the paper New models from old tools: leveraging an understanding of information tasks and subject domain to support enhanced discovery and access to folktales by Tilley and La Barre was assigned the following classes:
22 	KOS structure and elements, facet analysis
23 	KOS construction
696 	Special KOSs in cultural sciences
87 	Classing and indexing of non-book materials
98 	User studies
 The second indexing stage was to decide a ranking between these classes. One or more classes were identified as base themes and expressed first; a secondary and possibly a third round of classes were expressed after that. Within each round, classes were listed following the same order of the schedule (which runs from more abstract and general principles of knowledge organization, through its specific kinds and schemes, to their applications and environment). “Special KOSs in cultural sciences” was identified as the base theme, while all others as particular themes. Thus, the classes above were reorganized as follows:
696;22;23;87;98
and the paper was accordingly collocated close to other papers on special KOSs in cultural domains. A final revision of the resulting order was performed, which suggested modifications in a small number of classes or citation orders, in order to achieve a better consistency (as the whole editing process lasted three months, some indexing policies had inadvertently tended to change in the process). The resulting sequence was used both to determine the sequence of papers in the proceedings volume and to build its index114 GNOLI (Claudio) and MAZZOCCHI (Fulvio), Eds. Paradigms and conceptual systems in knowledge organization: International ISKO conference, 11, Rome, Feb 23-26, 2010. 2010. Ergon; Würzburg.4. It was also used as a starting point for the conference programme, with some adaptations to take account of the presence of two parallel sessions, of some people co-authoring more than one paper, of the length of each session usually comprising three papers, and of some other practical issues.


4: Free classification of bibliography on a local culture
The Integrative Levels Classification (ILC) research project <www.iskoi.org/ilc> aims at developing the basic principles and structure of a general classification system based on the theory of integrative levels. This system can be used both as a freely faceted classification (see above) and as a free classification. The latter solution is the simplest for indexers, and has been tested for several years now by classing a bibliography concerning the Four Provinces, a mountainous area north of Genua (Italy) which preserves an interesting heritage of folk culture, including traditional music, feasts, social customs, and dialects.
About 750 books, papers, videos and other documents have been described and classed, using an adaptation of the ILC system with special abbreviations for locally relevant concepts, like little valleys or dialects. Notation for all themes appropriate to each document has been combined following the methods of free classification described in this paper. Combined isolates are separated by a blank space. Isolates of the same rank are listed in the reversed order of schedules, consistently with the logic of integrative levels. Users can search the bibliography through a Web interface <www.iskoi.org/ilc/4p/index.en.php> by browsing classes and selecting one of them; this launches a search in a MySQL database through a PHP script, for references containing that class in any position – i.e. as either a base theme or as a particular theme – which are extracted  and sorted by classmark. Users can refine the search by selecting one of the themes occurring together with the searched one.


5: Theme in fictional works
Fictional works are usually classified only for their formal characteristics, like being a novel or a fresco or a movie. However, an increasing number of authors believe that indexing their subject content can also be useful for several purposes115 BEGHTOL (Clare). The classification of fiction : the development of a system based on theoretical principles. 1994. Scarecrow; Metuchen.5. For example, the theme of bagpipes can be present in a work only as an occasional detail, but this can convey precious information to researchers working on the history of diffusion of bagpipes116 GNOLI (Claudio). Classification transcends library business. Knowledge organization. 37. 2010. In preparation.6.
It is often difficult to identify the theme of a fictional work, as the language of arts uses narrations and metaphors rather than explicit discussions of a topic. A novel or a movie can be said to be about “friendship”, or about “society in 20th century France”, but often its precise topic is quite vague, as the whole work is composed with many images and suggestions. Still, in an interdisciplinar perspective, indexing individual objects or situations represented in the work can be very useful not only to art researchers117 SOERGEL (Dagobert). Illuminating chaos : using classification to harness the Web. Classification at a crossroads, The Hague, Oct 29-30, 2009. Slides and audio recording. http://www.udcc.org/seminar2009/programme.htm. Slides 19-21. (Visited on: Jan 7, 2010).7. This obviously requires some criterion to select relevant topics from the bulk of details.
A 1894 painting by Giuseppe Pellizza da Volpedo shows a young woman in a sad posture while looking at her sheep. At first sight the painting could be believed to have stock-raising as its subject. But if one notices that in the back of the scene there is a bridal procession led by two pipe players, and considers its title Speranze deluse (Disappointed hopes), it becomes clear that the actual base theme is social discrimination of poor people: indeed, the shepherdess is sad because she loves the man who is now marrying a richer woman, who can afford a rich marriage with music players.   
Besides its artistic value, through its main theme this painting conveys a message concerning social relationships; its settings especially refer this theme to the context of late 19th century countryside northern Italy; and the particular theme of the bridal procession conveys useful knowledge, among other things, about the diffusion and use of bagpipes at that place and time.


6: Conclusions
Free classification is a useful technique that can be a good compromise between the effectiveness of analytico-synthetic indexing, allowing to carefully represent more relevant concepts in a knowledge source, and the common need for simplicity and rapidity, especially when a big amount of documents has to be indexed quickly, or indexers are not experts of more sophisticated techniques. This especially seems to fit online knowledge sources, like repositories of shared bookmarks, photos or videos that can be quickly indexed by their owners themselves or by other users (social tagging).
Free classification can be improved by a sound analysis of the themes contained in a document, their distinction into base theme, particular themes, and rheme, and their expression in an appropriate combination and citation order.
Although techniques like free combination of concepts and promotion of the most relevant concepts to the leading positions in citation order have often been adopted more or less awarely, it seems that a more formal description of their methods and properties, as well as some uniformation in their terminology, can be of help to the advancement of knowledge organization research.


